
LF-12 High Speed Laser Printer Feeder

Straight Shooter brings real 

innovation to friction feeding!

Revolutionary features like Buckle Separation™, repositionable feed belts 

and PLC logic make the LF-12 the ideal feeder for high speed laser printers

Now you can get the most out of your high speed printer with the all new 

Straight Shooter LF-12.  Top loading means continuous running without the 

delays caused by reloading traditional envelope hoppers.

The LF-12 features our unique floating acceleration table offering simple 

integration with NO CHANGES to the printer!  Simply open the manual feed 

tray, slide the feeder in, and you’re ready to run!

Feeders for mailing, 

printing and packaging 

www.feedstraight.com

LF-12



Straight Shooter takes friction feeding to a new level with these exclusive features:

* Solid, heavy-duty paper guides that extend ALL THE WAY THROUGH THE FEEDER

* Repositionable Feed Belts  -- Lets you customize the feeder for every piece!  

* Independently Adjustable Separators… as many as you like!

* Heavy duty shafts and bearings for long life. 

* Use as many separators and belts as each job requires

* Completely tool-less setup!

Specifications

Media Handling:  

Width: 3” minimum up to 12” maximum 

Length: 5” minimum up to 18” maximum

Thickness: Single sheet up to 3/8” thick

Speeds:  Up to 10,000 envelopes per hour

120 vac, 5 amp standard, (240 optional)

Patent Pending

Straight Shooter Equipment Company

Columbia, Il.  62236
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Straight Shooter LF-12

Make your laser printer an envelope workhorse!

The LF-12 was designed to make your laser printer more productive.  Capable of 

holding up to 500 envelopes, the top-load design means no annoying delays for

reloading envelopes!  The LF-12 easily handles envelopes, postcards, and other 

hard to feed pieces.

No Interface Required!

With our unique floating acceleration table, The LF-12 

easily rolls up to your printer with no wiring, mechanical 

latching or removal of trays!  Simply set the 

feeder up, roll into place and run!

Competitive feeders require removal of the printer’s manual feed trays sacrificing versatility.  

Not with Straight Shooter’s LF-12!

If you are running #10 envelopes with the LF-12 and need to print on a different size piece, 

simply slide the feeder back and use the manual tray as usual!  Versatility!

Buckle separation™ for smoother feeding!
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